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AI War: Ascension was released on the 16th October 2014
on Steam, Humble, GOG and Desura for $19.99 and it had a
4.5/5 rating from over 22,000 reviews. It was released on the
11th September 2013 on GOG, Desura and Impulse and had
a 4.3/5 rating from over 11,300 reviews. And we all know

that game where World of Warcraft had a weird Eu-centric
version release. Warcraft 3: The Frozen Throne was released
on the 9th September 2006 on GOG and Desura for $19.99
and had a 4.3/5 rating from over 12,000 reviews.Q: Cannot

set focus to text box in MVC app I'm writing a new
ASP.NET MVC 3 app, and i've run into a very simple issue
with a text box that should be working fine. Model: public

class DashboardViewModel { public string Title { get; set; }
public string UserInput { get; set; } } Controller: public
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ActionResult Create() DashboardViewModel model = new
DashboardViewModel(); model.Title = "Foo";

model.UserInput = "Bar"; return View(model); View:
@model Project.Models.DashboardViewModel

@Html.TextBoxFor(m => m.UserInput)
@Html.ActionLink("Back to List", "Index") The text box is
showing up on the view, and I can even fill it with stuff (like
I'm trying to do in the controller) but for some reason I can't

get focus on the box for input. The text box doesn't even
show up when I tab to it. I can't for the life of me figure out
what is going on here, I've checked my project thoroughly to

make sure it's not something obvious and googled it
exhaustively. Any help would be appreciated. A: Try setting

the tabindex attribute of the textbox to 1. By default the
textbox will have a tabindex attribute of 0, which will cause it

to never receive focus.
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